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Abstract—Quantum computing will play a crucial part in our
security infrastructure for the coming years. Quantum networks
can consist of direct optical fiber or free-space links. With the
use of satellite channels, we can create a quantum network with
higher coverage than using optical fibers where the distances are
limited due to the properties of the fiber. One of the highest
drivers of cost for satellite networks, apart from the cost of the
technology needed for such systems, are the costs of launching
and maintaining said satellites. By minimizing the satellites
needed for a well-functioning quantum network, we can decrease
said network’s cost, thus enabling a cheaper quantum internet.
In this paper, we present an optical transmittance-based routing
algorithm with which it is possible to conduct successful quantum
entanglement transfer between terrestrial nodes.

Index Terms—quantum satellite, quantum satellite network,
routing in scarce satellite networks, quantum entanglement

I. INTRODUCTION

PUBLIC-key cryptography is a part of our everyday life. It
is used as a key security component in banks, websites,

and almost everything where there is a need to provide secure
communication to multiple clients. With the impending arrival
of quantum computers, with which (thanks to algorithms like
Shor’s [1]) we will be able to crack most of the public-key
encryptions used today, there is an ever-growing risk to these
systems.

By utilizing quantum computing, we can not only break one
of today’s most used encryptions (RSA) but also speed up the
calculation of various problems. Using Groover’s algorithm,
we can find a record in unordered data in

√
N time [2], or

even extreme values [3]. With the help of quantum computing,
we can solve problems like multi-user detection [3] or optimal
resource distribution [4]. Quantum key distribution (QKD) is
a part of quantum communication with which we can create
theoretically unbreakable networks. These key distribution
protocols suppose that the other party can and will use every
tool that our current understanding of physics does not forbid.
Hence it can provide lasting future proof of security.

Quantum networks although, provide one of the most secure
environments for communication, their physics-enabled secu-
rity has its drawbacks against classical networks. The greatest
one is what provides most of its security, is the no-cloning
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theorem [5]. This theorem states that we cannot measure
the complete state of a quantum bit without destroying it,
thus we cannot make deep copies of it. This prevents us
from creating routers or signal enhancers like in classical
networks or broadcast quantum information. This, however,
doesn’t mean that we cannot create quantum communication
networks. For example, by using the side effect of the bell state
measurement [6], we can swap the entanglement of quantum
bits [7]. This is the basis for the quantum repeaters referred
to in this paper, which are detailed in the Section III-C.

Although the aforementioned quantum systems are still
years away, one could, for example, save the encrypted traffic
going through a busy node for him to decrypt it later. The
validity of this attack vector can be easily noticed as internet
users transmit information that can be valuable even in years
[8]. For example, if somebody would collect the Social Secu-
rity Number (SSN) of millions of American residents, it could
be devastating even if the information would only be available
in 20 years.

In light of these facts, there are multiple projects all over the
world, from China to Europe [9–12], to build secure quantum
communication networks. These early plans primarily rely on
free-space quantum communication channels, which provide
better coverage at a lesser infrastructure cost. We can further
increase our transmission rate by using low earth orbit (LEO)
satellites.

Satellite-based networks have better coverage and in some
cases, a better noise rate to the channel length. Not considering
the cost of technology development which is needed for a high-
reliability satellite-based quantum system, one of the highest
drivers of cost for these networks is the cost of launching and
maintaining satellites.

With the evolution of quantum memories[13], quantum
systems do not require a consistent stream of quantum bits to
function. As such we could create a satellite-based quantum
network that transfers the quantum data at a reasonable rate
but not continuously. With this, we could enable a quantum
network with as little as 32 quantum satellites instead of the
hundreds needed for continuous communication [14]. In our
work, we created an algorithm that maximizes the transfer rate
of entangled quantum bits over scarce satellite networks. This
was achieved by making every node keep its ”cargo” until the
best possible next node becomes available.

The structure of the paper is as follows: in Section II we
detail our data structure and the setup of the simulation. In
Section III, we present our algorithm for generating routes in
scarce satellite networks. Section IV concludes our paper.
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In light of these facts, there are multiple projects all over the
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free-space quantum communication channels, which provide
better coverage at a lesser infrastructure cost. We can further
increase our transmission rate by using low earth orbit (LEO)
satellites.

Satellite-based networks have better coverage and in some
cases, a better noise rate to the channel length. Not considering
the cost of technology development which is needed for a high-
reliability satellite-based quantum system, one of the highest
drivers of cost for these networks is the cost of launching and
maintaining satellites.

With the evolution of quantum memories[13], quantum
systems do not require a consistent stream of quantum bits to
function. As such we could create a satellite-based quantum
network that transfers the quantum data at a reasonable rate
but not continuously. With this, we could enable a quantum
network with as little as 32 quantum satellites instead of the
hundreds needed for continuous communication [14]. In our
work, we created an algorithm that maximizes the transfer rate
of entangled quantum bits over scarce satellite networks. This
was achieved by making every node keep its ”cargo” until the
best possible next node becomes available.

The structure of the paper is as follows: in Section II we
detail our data structure and the setup of the simulation. In
Section III, we present our algorithm for generating routes in
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II. RELATED WORKS

Satellite-based quantum networks and optimal architectures
for such systems are a hot topic even in recent years. It
comes as no surprise since such a network could provide
global coverage. Most quantum satellite architectures fall into
two categories. The first architecture exists only for creating
keys between the end-nodes. This is done by generating keys
between the intermediary nodes. With the use of those keys,
it is possible to create a key between the end nodes. The
benefits of using this architecture are a cheaper cost and simple
implementation. On the other hand, this type of system can
only be used for QKD and requires the users to trust each
node. The second type of satellite communication architecture
uses a technique called nested purification or purify-and-
swap[15]. With the help of nested purification, it is possible
to create entangled quantum bits in distant nodes. By using
the entangled quantum bits, the end nodes can use quantum
teleportation to exchange quantum bits between each other.
This architecture can be used not only for QKD but for
communication between quantum computers. This architecture
is complex and limited by the evolution of more quantum
components such as the quantum memory and the quantum
entanglement generator.

One of the few recent publications that use a QKD-only ar-
chitecture is the one published by the University of California
and Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications[16].
In a joint paper, the two universities proposed a two-layer
satellite network. The lower layer is composed of 66 LEO
satellites and the upper layer is composed of 3 geosynchronous
earth orbit (GEO) satellites. In their research, they also pro-
posed an algorithm for calculating optimal routes. As hinted
before, this architecture uses a trusted node-based architecture.
Using this kind of architecture means the hardware needed for
the satellites is less complex. On the other hand, compromising
a single intermediary node can lead to the compromise of the
whole system.

As we mentioned in the first paragraph of this chapter,
most research today uses an entanglement-based architecture.
A highly influential research paper using this architecture
was released in December 2019. ”Spooky action at a global
distance: analysis of space-based entanglement distribution
for the quantum internet” [14] was a joint work by multiple
universities around the globe. The article proposed an algo-
rithm for determining optimal satellite configurations while
maintaining continuous coverage. Their simulation consisted
of 200 satellites and could achieve an average entangled
quantum bit transfer of 1321/sec, which is 4755600 entangled
quantum bits every hour. Due to the properties of the purify
and swap architecture, the resulting satellite system’s security
cannot be compromised by a rouge or hacked intermediary
node.

By looking at the current state of quantum satellite net-
works, it is clear that we will reach a working product in the
near future, but it is also evident that most constellations work
with a high satellite count and almost continuous coverage.
These properties of the network result in an increase in its
cost. In our research, we tried to minimalize the price of

a network by suggesting a network composition that would
require significantly fewer satellites. But with the low satellite
count, our satellite architecture needs a new type of routing to
function. This algorithm is detailed later in our paper.

III. OUR SETUP

Our setup consists of two main modules: an orbital propaga-
tion and a routing module. The orbital propagation module is
responsible for the simulation of satellite orbits. In addition,
the routing module’s main task is finding an optimal route
through the satellite network.

A. Time-dependent graphs

Time-dependent graphs [17] can be related to many names,
including temporal graphs, evolving graphs, time-varying
graphs, historical graphs, and many more. In our research, we
will use the term time-varying graphs. Time-varying graphs are
perfect for modeling data networks, which change over time.
We used the approach in which the weights on the edges are
the time instances they are available. Meaning the edge

<t1,t2>−→
between nodes n1 and n2 shows that the node n1 will have a
valid edge to node n2 in the time instances t1 and t2. Instead
of time instances, it is also possible to time arrays to define a
larger timeframe.

B. Data representation

In our research, we needed a structure to model the changing
network of satellites. For this purpose, we have chosen the
time-varying graph (TVG). Time-varying graphs are special
types of graphs that change over time in a predetermined man-
ner. In our model, the graph nodes represent the satellite and
terrestrial nodes in the network. As it is illustrated in Figure
1, between nodes n1 and n2 we draw an edge

[t1,t2] µ[...]−→ , if
there is a time interval [t1, t2] where n1 and n2 are visible
to each other and in that interval, the optical transmittance is
µ1, µ2, ..., µt2−t1 .

Fig. 1. Visualization of the data representation. The satellites n1 and n2 are
represented as nodes. The changes in the visibility between them are modeled
as the edge between these nodes.

C. Theoretical architecture of the quantum satellite nodes

In our work, we used an abstracted view of quantum
satellites. These satellites, as detailed in Figure 2, consist of
three main modules:
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1) Quantum CPU: the quantum processor’s main job is to
perform the bell state measurement on the two quantum
memories, swapping their entanglement [18].

2) Quantum memory: the quantum memory is being used
to store the entangled quantum bits received from the
previous node and the current node.

3) Entangled quantum bit generator: the entangled bit
generator is responsible for providing the entangled
quantum bits for the current and the next node.

Fig. 2. Abstract model of the quantum satellite architecture consisting of
three nodes.

The system works as follows: First, the entangled quantum
bit generator provides an entangled pair of quantum bits q1
and q2 for the current NodeN and the next NodeN+1. These
quantum bits then are stored in the quantum memories of
the nodes. NodeN can transfer the qin input quantum entan-
glement to NodeN+1 by swapping the entanglement between
quantum qin and q1. After the procedure, the quantum bit at
the NodeN+1 will be entangled with the quantum bit located
in the quantum memory of NodeN−1.

D. Orbital propagation module

The orbital propagation module has multiple satellite orbit-
related tasks. These are in the order of usage:

1) Loading the Keplerian orbital data for the satellite orbits.
2) Calculate the changes in the satellite system provided,

using the orekit space dynamics library [19].
3) Generating the visibility intervals between each node.
4) Calculating the optical transmittance for each visibility

interval.
5) From the optical transmittance values and visibility

intervals create the time-varying graph of the system.

E. Routing module

The routing module uses the time-varying graph generated
by the orbital propagation module. By using the algorithms
described in Section IV, this module calculates an optimal
sequence of nodes to transmit our quantum data through. The
specialty of our algorithm is that it does not require the created
path to be continuous between the two end nodes. It can be
thought of as a postal service sending packets of quantum data

(eg., quantum entanglements) between nodes, resting the data
at one node until the next optimal one becomes available.

IV. OPTICAL TRANSMITTANCE BASED STORE AND
FORWARD ROUTING ALGORITHM

As mentioned before, our research and thus our algo-
rithm focuses on finding the best route in sparsely populated
satellite networks. We modeled the network with the use of
time-varying graphs, where edges represent visibility between
nodes. The edges contain the timeframes of the visibility
and the optical transmittance for each timeframe. The optical
transmittance was calculated with the help of QSCS [20]. The
result is an extended time-varying graph (ETVG).

Our algorithm can be divided into main 4 parts:
• Main loop
• FindBestRoute
• isViableEdge
• Optimize

A. Main loop
The main loop is the starting point of our algorithm, it calls

the FindBestRoute algorithm for each input’s node each edge.

Algorithm 1 Main loop
Input: ETVG, N [...] list of nodes to generate paths

between
Output: Optimal paths

for each n node in N do
for index i of edges in n do

FindBestRoute(ETV G, n, i)
end for

end for

B. FindBestRoute
This sub-algorithm calculates the best path for each edge of

the starting node.

Algorithm 2 FindBestRoute
Input: ETVG, node n and index i
Output: Optimal paths

paths ← i-th edge of the start node
out ← {}
tmp ← {}
while paths can be increased do

for path in paths do
for edge in path do

if isV iableEdge(edge, path) then
opt ← Optimize(edge, path)
if edge point to destination then

out ← opt
else if then

tmp ← opt
end if

end if
end for

end for
end while
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C. isViableEdge

The algorithm checks if the edge with the given path
meets the criteria for a valid path. The path needs to meet
the following criteria for the edge to be counted as a valid
extension:

• The time distance between the paths first edges end and
last edges start should be less than the maximum allowed.

• The edge should lead to a node the path doesn’t already
contain.

• The new edges end has to be later than the previous paths
last edges start time

Algorithm 3 isViableEdge
Input: Edge, Path
Output: True/False

δ ← edge.startTime − firstEdgeOfPath.endTime
if δ ≥ global maximum path duration then

return False
end if
if Path doesn’t contain the node the edge is leading to then

return edge.endTime > lastEdgeOfPath.startTime
end if
return False

D. Optimize

This sub-algorithm uses a subset of the 13 base relations
between two intervals proposed by Allen [21]. Optimization is
needed in two cases. The first when the second edge finishes
faster than the first one. This would mean that we are still
sending data to a node that stopped transmitting forward,
hence the need to cut down the said part. The second is
when the second edge starts earlier than the first one. In that
case, we need to cut down that part, since we cannot forward
transmission that hasn’t even been sent.

Algorithm 4 Optimize
Input: Edge, Path
Output: Optimized path

path ← Path+ Edge
for each e1 e2 adjacent edge pairs in the path do

t1 ← e1.startT ime
t2 ← e1.endT ime
t3 ← e2.startT ime
t4 ← e2.endT ime
if t4 < t2 then

cut the end of e1 by t2 − t4
end if
if t3 < t1 then

cut the start of e2 by t1 − t3
end if

end for

V. RESULTS

In our research, we compared our algorithm across multiple
types of satellite constellations. We used two main architecture
types, cross, and retrograde, along four-four constellations. We
simulated multiple ground stations covering the whole globe
to get a more in-depth understanding of our algorithm. We
have chosen a starting ground station, for each architecture
and calculated the optical throughput for every other ground
station.

By multiplying the optical transmittance for each timeframe
with the current best realized photonic entangled quantum bit
generators output [22] we calculated the throughput for every
edge. The overall throughput of a path was determined by
finding its smallest edges throughput. In our simulations, we
used the following default values:

• Default satellite orbit: a : 1000[km], e : 0.0002090, i :
56.0568◦, Ω : 0◦, ω : 0◦, θ : 18.0

• Max path duration: 3600 [s]
• Efficiency of the entangled quantum bit generator: 3.5

[kHz]
• Simulation Time: 14400 [s].
• Test ground station’s locations: Lattitude: one for every

10°, Longitude: one for every: 15°
• Starting ground station location: Lattitude: 0°, Longi-

tude: 0°

A. Input Orbits

In our research, we modeled two types of satellite architec-
tures along with four satellite systems with a varying number
of satellites. The first one, we called Retrograde architecture
since every second satellite’s inclination was rotated by 180◦.
The second architecture we used was the Cross architecture,
here every second satellite’s inclination was rotated by 90◦.

The four satellite systems we used were composed of a
default Keplerian orbit rotated along the longitude of the as-
cending node (Ω) and argument of periapsis (ω) in increments
of 45◦. The differences between the four systems are the
intervals of these rotations, as detailed in Table I.

TABLE I
THE SATELLITES SYSTEMS USED IN THE SIMULATIONS. THE TABLE
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING FOR EACH SYSTEM: NAME, NUMBER OF
SATELLITES, THE LONGITUDE OF THE ASCENDING NODE (Ω), AND

ARGUMENT OF PERIAPSIS (ω).

Name Number of satellites Ω interval ω interval
Low 12 0− 180◦ 0− 180◦

LOWMid1 32 0− 180◦ 0− 360◦

LOWMid2 32 0− 360◦ 0− 180◦

MID 64 0− 360◦ 0− 360◦

B. Retrograde architecture

The retrograde satellite architecture uses the default satellite
orbit, which had its inclination shifted by 180◦ for every
second satellite. By rotating the inclination of the satellite by
180◦, we get an almost frontal collision track for our satellites.
Consequently, the resulting satellite visibility intervals will
be the shortest that is possible at these speeds. In other
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words, retrograde architecture works with visibility intervals
that are shorter in time but have a higher occurrence ratio.
The average throughput of the systems can be seen in Figure
3. The averages here indicate the cumulation of the whole
systems throughput between every terrestrial node (in this
case, cities). As it can also be seen in the mentioned Figure,
despite both consisting of 32 satellites, systems LOWMID1
and LOWMID2 have a different rate of average entangled
quantum bits per hour (AEQ/h). As these systems differ only
in the intervals of the used Ω and ω values, so we can conclude
that the values used for said intervals can affect the systems
AEQ/h. Apart from said differences, we can see that using the
retrograde architecture, with only 32 satellites we can create
a system that has an average AEQ/h of 9800. In the case of
the bigger (MID) system, it could reach an average AEQ/h of
almos 20000.

Fig. 3. Error bar plots showing the average, minimum, and maximum AEQ/h
generated between the starting ground station and the test nodes for each
retrograde architecture-based system. The average is noted with the blue
marker, while the minimum and maximum values are indicated with the error
bars.

C. Cross architecture

The cross satellite orbit architecture, like the retrograde,
uses the default satellite orbit. Unlike retrograde architecture,
cross-architecture shifts its orbits inclination only by 90◦.
By shifting by a significantly smaller value, the resulting
network will produce visibility intervals that are longer in
time but rarer in occurrence. As we can see in Figure 4,
the resulting averages and intervals of the simulated network
are significantly different. Neither LOWMID1 nor LOWMID2
satellite systems provide a full coverage, as both of their
minimal AEQ/h value is 0. As it can also be seen in Figure 4,
using 64 satellites we can reach an average AEQ/h of 21000,
with a maximum value of more than double.

Fig. 4. Error bar plots showing the average, minimum, and maximum AEQ/h
generated between the starting ground station and the test nodes for each cross
architecture-based system. The average is noted with the blue marker, while
the minimum and maximum values are indicated with the error bars.

VI. CONCLUSION

In our research, we created 4-4 systems using two architec-
tures. The architectures only differed in the angle of intersec-
tion between satellites. These angles were 180◦ in the case of
the retrograde architecture and 90◦ in the case of the cross-
architecture. All satellites systems used were only different in
the intervals used for Ω and ω. Creating the systems in such a
way, we could locate the variables responsible for changes in
the throughput of the system. Looking at Figure 5, we can
observe the differences between the two architectures. The
first difference is one that was touched on in the previous
chapter. By only changing the architecture used in systems
LOWMID1 and LOWMID2, they performed differently in
comparison to each other. In the case of cross-architecture,
the both systems performed at the almost the same level but in
the case of retrograde architecture, the LOWMID2 architecture
performed significantly worse. Meaning different architectures
synergize better with different types of systems. We can
also see in Figure 5, that architectures perform differently
compared to each other. In the case of systems with 16
satellites, the retrograde architecture slightly outperforms the
cross-architecture, while using architectures compromised of
32 and 64 satellites, the clear winner is the cross-architecture.

Fig. 5. The two main architectures side by side. The cross architecture-based
systems are marked with blue, while the retrograde architecture-based systems
are marked in red. The markers tag the average AEQ/h of the system, while
the error bars visualize the minimum and maximum of said system.

In this paper, we demonstrated that by using non-continuous
channels of communication it is possible to realize a quantum
network over scarcely populated satellite systems.
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the intervals used for Ω and ω. Creating the systems in such a
way, we could locate the variables responsible for changes in
the throughput of the system. Looking at Figure 5, we can
observe the differences between the two architectures. The
first difference is one that was touched on in the previous
chapter. By only changing the architecture used in systems
LOWMID1 and LOWMID2, they performed differently in
comparison to each other. In the case of cross-architecture,
the both systems performed at the almost the same level but in
the case of retrograde architecture, the LOWMID2 architecture
performed significantly worse. Meaning different architectures
synergize better with different types of systems. We can
also see in Figure 5, that architectures perform differently
compared to each other. In the case of systems with 16
satellites, the retrograde architecture slightly outperforms the
cross-architecture, while using architectures compromised of
32 and 64 satellites, the clear winner is the cross-architecture.

Fig. 5. The two main architectures side by side. The cross architecture-based
systems are marked with blue, while the retrograde architecture-based systems
are marked in red. The markers tag the average AEQ/h of the system, while
the error bars visualize the minimum and maximum of said system.

In this paper, we demonstrated that by using non-continuous
channels of communication it is possible to realize a quantum
network over scarcely populated satellite systems.
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